
 

 

                     GNR Special Programs 

 

The following provides an overview of the GNR Special Programs. For more information in Portuguese please click on 

the link at the end of each summary which takes you through to the GNR website. 

Safe Pharmacy Program 

The Safe Pharmacy program was designed in conjunction with the National Association of Pharmacy 

as a way to induce safely able to minimize the risks they are exposed either professionals or users 

of pharmaceutical establishments, available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, very often in isolated 

locations. Read more 

 

 

Secure Commerce 

Based on a community policing philosophy, this daily program and always available, is to improve 

conditions plus protection and security to traders. Based on the strengthening of policing through 

patrols and the establishment of regulations and general safety procedures, the development of this 

program has allowed, in close collaboration with the security forces, promoting awareness and 

adoption the measures that best meet the specific needs and conditions of businesses in different 

local communities. Read more 

 

Safe Elderly Program 

The Program Support 65 - Senior Security is an initiative of the Ministry of Internal Affairs which 

aims to ensure the safety and tranquillity of the elderly. This program focuses particularly those who 

live further away or isolated by promoting awareness of the GNR work and help prevent and avoid 

risky situations. Their work includes:  public local policing in areas most frequented by the elderly; 

creating a network of direct contacts between the elderly and the GNR; installation of telephones 

in homes of people living more isolated areas and collaboration with other entities providing 

support. Read more 

 

Safe fuel Supply 

Crime prevention at gas stations led the Ministry of Internal Affairs to develop a joint work with 

industry associations. A Commission for Safety Gas Stations accompanying the various aspects 

related to this type of crime which also includes the Association was created, the Internal Security 

System (Office Security Coordinator) the Judicial Police, the GNR. The main initiatives are: 

improving the information system and geolocation; alert and alarm systems; the more effective 

coordination of the security forces and operational action; training and education of employees 

and stakeholders and a uniform registration of such situations with a view to correct statistical and evaluation of 

reported incidents. Read more 

 

http://www.gnr.pt/default.asp?do=241t4nzn5_r52rpvnv5/sn4znpvn_5rt74n
http://www.gnr.pt/default.asp?do=241t4nzn5_r52rpvnv5/p1zr4pv1_5rt741
http://www.gnr.pt/default.asp?do=241t4nzn5_r52rpvnv5/vq1515_5rt74n0pn
http://www.gnr.pt/default.asp?do=241t4nzn5_r52rpvnv5/vq1515_5rt74n0pn


Safe Taxi Program 

The taxi insurance system is an innovative system of deterrence, prevention and combating of 

crime committed against taxi drivers and vehicles. Its aim is to contribute to strengthening the 

sense of safety of this professional class. Based on the use of new technologies, including GPS, 

this security system determines from the moment when the driver gives the alert, the cab 

location and follows the route in real time, as well as access to ambient sound from inside the 

vehicle.  Read more       

 

SOS Project Tile 

The Heritage Portuguese Azulejos is a wealth and incalculable value, occupying an important 

place not only in the Historical and Artistic Heritage of our country, as in Heritage, highlighting 

the quality and quantity of subjects, styles, materials, techniques and uses. It is urgent, therefore, 

defend it and preserve it for future generations, at all costs and by all lawful means at our disposal. 

As a contribution to this absolute need to safeguard, was officially created 28.02.2007, by signing a Protocol, the SOS 

Project Tile. The National Guard is a signatory to this protocol. Read more. 

 

Operation Safe Olive 

Operation Safe Olive is a project of community policing, the National Republican Guard (posting 

Territorial de Moura), concerning the farming of olives, with the initial aim of preventing crime 

linked to olive theft, through dynamic actions of policing and coordination with various entities 

such as the SEF, SS, DGI / Finance, ACT, PSP, Agricultural Cooperative de Moura and Barrancos 

and olive growers. Read more 

 

Safe Residence Program 

The Safe Residence Program commenced in 2010 in response to an increased sense of insecurity 

caused by the occurrence of several violent residential robberies located in difficult to access 

areas in the municipality of Loulé. The program  and directs human and material resources on an 

exclusive basis in order to prevent crime against communities in in isolated locations as well as 

reduce response times to emergencies through geo-referencing. Read more 

 

 

For further information, contact: 

Operations Management / Operational Command / GNR 

Tel: (+351) 21 321 72 53 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.gnr.pt/default.asp?do=241t4nzn5_r52rpvnv5/6nAv_5rt741
http://www.sosazulejo.com/
http://www.gnr.pt/default.asp?do=241t4nzn5_r52rpvnv5/12r4npn1nCrv610n
http://www.gnr.pt/default.asp?do=241t4nzn5_r52rpvnv5/241w_4r5vqr0pvn5rt74n

